
Top 10 Reasons
Why Advisors Prefer UMS 

1. Easy Access to Proven Annuity and IUL Sales & Marketing Systems.
Attract new prospects and close more business with our easy-to-use Retirement Readiness Annuity 
System, the IUL Advantage Toolkit, Social Security Strategies platform and others. These signature, 
customized marketing systems feature all the tools you need to sell in one place.

2. Industryʼs #1 Concierge Case Design and Sales Support.
You donʼt have time to do everything – and do it right every time. Our experienced, friendly and 
knowledgeable case concierges help you design and close the case, from start to finish. Our team of 
marketers understand the market, products, options, and the unique needs of your clients.

3. CE Meetings and Educational Workshops.
Meet your mandatory CE requirements through our regular, informative workshops, led by dynamic 
speakers; and walk away with the information you need while quickly learning and implementing 
sales strategies you can use in the field.

4. The Most Comprehensive and Top-Rated Product Portfolio.
From annuities, to life to LTC Insurance and more, we offer the broadest array of the most relevant 
product solutions available from more than 30 of the industry's top carriers -- enabling producers 
the freedom and flexibility their clients' need in today's ever-changing economic environment. We 
keep you up-to-date on the most current and innovative product solutions.

5. Competitive Rewards and Value-Added Marketing Programs.
You work hard and deserve to be rewarded for your efforts. UMS offers competitive compensation, 
incentives and value-added marketing support, resources and tools. One conversation with UMS 
can open new doors to more marketplaces through high-impact sales strategies and customized 
prospecting resources. 
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6. Agent Sales and Product Training.
In addition to our popular CE meetings on various relevant topics, we bring together top advisors, 
industry experts, and our internal sales leaders who bring their unmatched level
of expertise and ideas on how to close new sales to any and every training session. At UMS Day, 
every agent and advisor has a chance to see how UMS works and to add to their
expertise with additional training.

7. Family-like Atmosphere and Level of Service.
As a preferred go-to IMO for today's producers, UMS is known for its expertise delivered in a 
family-like service atmosphere. From pre-sales, to illustrations and case design, to case 
management, to underwriting and POS, UMS holds your hand throughout the entire process of 
getting your case off the ground and in force.

8. Easy-Access Web Site Resources.
Increase your sales armed with the information you need to succeed in the field, 24/7. Appointed 
agents get access to a vast array of carrier, product and marketing information at their fingertips 
at www.callums.com.

9. Strategic Broker-Dealer Partnerships. Through our strategic alliances with broker-dealers 
that are index annuity-, life- and LTC-friendly, UMS can help you get started on the path to 
protecting your future, and serving your clients  with full disclosure about the products, market, and 
other aspects of the ever-increasingly complex selling environment today.

10. 100% Trust in UMSʼ 35 Years of Experience and Service. From humble beginnings to a 
pioneer of the early days of distribution, UMS brings the power of nearly 35 years of experience to 
the sales and back-office needs of each and every producer. Trust in UMS - we've always been there 
for you, as we are today. 
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